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CORRESPONDENCE 

The Editor, 

Journal oJ Glaciology 

SIR , On electric j)olarization in ice* 

In a recent a rticle by 0strem (1967), a ttention is drawn to polarization effec ts observed in D.C. 
resistivity m easurem ents on ice. In this connection , some earlier studies by Workman, Truby and the 
present author deserve m en tioning. Together with Workman, Truby (1953) observed remarkably 
pronoun ced pol a riza tion effects in D.C. measurements of the res istivity of both pure ice a nd ice frozen 
from various d ilute solutions (such as 10 - 6 m olar cesium fluorid e a nd ammonia) . The polariza tion was 
m a nifested as highly unexpected results in the D .C. m easurements of the ice resistivity . Thus, the 
apparent resistance of the ice samples was initially found to depend on the direction of the appli ed 
potentia l, compared to the direction in which the ice had originall y grown. Apparent " rectification 
ra tios" of a bout 30 000 were commonl y observed . The crystals used in these studies were slowly grown 
at ra tes of a few (up to twenty) micrometers per second ; often under very closely controlled conditions. 
The samples appeared by petrographic mi cm scope examination and by st~ndard X-ray diffraction 
techniques to be single crysta ls. The crysta ls were perfectly clear and free of bubbles, but did, in fac t, 
possess a microstructure (Workman, 1953; Truby, (955). The direction of highes t resistance corre
spond ed to a flow of protons towa rd the surface from which the ice grew, the rectification phenomenon 
described being extrem ely sensitive to the nature and amount of impurities in the sJlution frozen. In a 
study by Workma n and others (unpublished ), it was observed tha t at - 2 [ oC, the conductivity ofa fresh 
sampl e of ice, frozen from a 10 - 6 molar cesium fluoride solution is about 2 X 10- 9 0 - 1 cm - I. H owever, 
the apparent conductivity of the ice depended on the potential difference across the sample. Figure 1 

shows in a somewha t schematic fashi on, the conducta nce versus fi eld strength . This curve shows a dist inct 
hysteresis loop, a lthough attempts were mad e to minimize transient effec ts by a llowing the curren t in 
each measurem ent to pass through the sample for a bout twenty minutes. It was found that this procedure 
resu lted in som e semblance of steady-state behavior. As can be seen from the graph, in the case described 
a 60 ooo-fold change in resista nce was observed , while in other cases, " rectification ratios" of 10+ 5 were 
observed. The resistance of " pure ice" was less sensitive to variations in field strength, by three to four 
orders of m agnitude, than the resistance of ice froz en from dilute solutions cO:1 taining cesium fluorid e. 
It might be m entioned in passing that fi elds of 60 000 V cm - I could be applied without breakdown . 
Furthermore, the observed rectifying properties a ppeared to vanish at low frequencies, being approxi
m ately half at 60 H z and almost completely eliminated at 200 H z. 

At the time of the origina l m easurem ents , it was thought that the rectification observed was associated 
with the microstructure of ice (Truby, [955; Gentile and Drost-Hansen, 1956 ; see a lso Drost-Ha nsen, 
1967) and an electronic conduction mechanism. Subsequent study (Workman and others, (954) 
demonstrated that the conduction was entirely protonic (or, at least, that the discharge phenomena at 
the ice- m eta l interfaces was pmtonic) . When it was recognized that the conduction was by protons 
ra ther tha n electronic, the question of elec trode polarization was re-examined and the previously 
suspected " bulk rectification" proved not to be real. In this connection, it should be noted that many 
m easurem ents were made with four-elec trode configurations. It is specu lated that even with the probe 
electrodes used in the four-el ectrode configuration, electrodepolarization effec ts may occur in the 
measurem ents. E lectrometers and electrosta tic voltmeters with very high input impedances ( 10 + 14 n 
or higher) were used, but even so, a certa in amount of polarization will occur due to the displacem en t 
current necessary to bring the wires and the electrometer up to the observed potential. Workma n and 
Truby (unpublished ) and furth er studies by Carlin (unpublished ), working with the present author, 
have shown that a pre-treatment of the platinum disk electrodes, commonly used in these ice studies, 
may play a dominant role in determining the interfacial resistive properties. Thus, by electrolys is in 
dilute solutions, prior to freezing the electrodes onto the ice sample, it was possible to change the "sense 
of direction" of the rectification phenomenon by either depositing a layer of hydrogen or a layer 0/ 
oxygen on the electrodes. Thus, the rectification was made to depend on the electrolyt ic pretreatm ent 
rather than the direction of growth of the ice. Similar results were a lso found by Carlin using gold, 
copper, nickel , a luminum and carbon electrodes. 

• Contribution No. 979 from the Inst itute of Marine Sciences, U niversity of Miami. 
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Fig. I. Conductivity versus applied field strength for ice frozen from 10- 6 molar cesium fluoride solution. Positive values flf field 
strength correspond to flow of protons toward original ice- metal interface from which the ice was frozen . 

In summary, the author wishes to point to the dangers of electrode polarization phenomena in all 
d .c. measurements on ice (whether in naturally occurring ice or ice frozen in the laboratory) and the 
subsequent difficulties in ascribing unequivocally any observed, anomalous behavior to the structure 
and properties of the bulk ice. At the same time, a real effect may possibly exist due to partial charge 
accumulation effects at the interfaces between the microstructural units in the ice. Since the micro
structure can be eliminated by increasing the electrolyte concentration, it is expected that the polari
zation effects may diminish or disappear at relatively low concentrations of electrolyte, say 10 - 3 or 10 - 4 

molar. In general, d.c. conductivity is probably of limited use only for characterizing ice samples and 
a .c. measurements are generally to be preferred. Camp and others (1967) have recently published a 
careful study of the electrical conduction in ice which may serve as a model for experimental studies of 
conductivity in protonic semi-conduction. See also the recent review article by Gross (1968) . 

This note was prepared in connection with the author's current research on ice, presently supported 
by the Office of Saline Water. 

Institute Cif Marine Sciences , 
University of Miami, 

I Rickenbacker Causeway, 
Miami, Florida 33 I 49, U.S.A. 

3 June 1968 
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SIR, Reply to Mr ]. C. Parm's comments Oil "Dielectric relaxation in temperate glaciers" 

Paren (1968) has formulated the theory for my capacitance m easurem ents made with two wires laid 
on a glacier surface (Gribbon, 1967). He pointed out the difficulties in sampling the ice properties d eep 
inside the g lacier in the presence of high d. c. conductivity, a nd concluded that the wires tended to 
provide information on the snow close to their surface and could not detect any discontinuity within the 
g lacier readily. 

His conclusions are confirmed by further m easurem ents made by W. T. Band, D . T. Meldrum, 
R . M. Nisbet and m yself during the 1967 University of St Andrews expedition to Upernivik 0 (lat. 
71 0 N ., long. 52 0 W.) when we found that our fixed buried wire systems of separation b = 0.2 m and 
b = 20 m placed just below the surface of a soaked facies Ileve layer overlying glacia l ice to a depth of 
1.5 m gave identical results. If the wide wires had sampled below the mive-ice discontinuity, the apparent 
relaxation frequencY/m would be different from tha t for the close wires but n o difference was detected 
be tween the time-averaged apparent relaxation frequen cies of the two wire sys tems. 

For comparison we also used a parallel plate capacitor imbedded a t different d epths in the laye r a nd 
found similarj~ values to those m easured with the wires. In this simple geom etry we found that both 

/m a nd ]r (the relaxation frequen cy d efined fo r a conductivity equal to the m ean of the static and high 
frequency conductivities) d epended on the d epth of the capacitor, with a minimum fr value occurring 
at a region of high conductivity snow at its melting point. Higher.' and € " values were found with wet 
snow than with the same sample frozen , indicating that surface conduction rather than bulk conduction 
e ffects influenced the wet snow results markedly. However , the wire measurements were insensitive to 
Ihese localized effects and could not detect any d epth va riations so lending furth er support to Paren 's 
conclusions on the validity of the wire m easurem ents. 

Department of Physics, 
University of St Andrews, 

North Haugh , 
St Andrews, Fife, Scotland 

30 August [968 

P. W . F . GRIBBON 
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